HEADLINES OVER VIDEO.

1. SPECIAL SERVICE NEWS:
   PRESENTER INTRODUCES THIS RUBRIC AS "NEWS GLEANED FROM THE COMPUTER NETWORKS OF RUSSIAN AND FOREIGN SPECIAL SERVICES":
   * VIDEO SHOWS INTERNET PAGE IN ENGLISH ABOUT AHMAD SHAH MASOUD ENTITLED "THE LION OF PANJSHIR AT BAY AGAINST TALIBAN'S ARMIES";
   * THIS IS FOLLOWED BY ANOTHER INTERNET PAGE ENTITLED "MI5 INVESTIGATES FRENCH SNOPPING ON UK FIRMS";
   * OVER FOOTAGE OF IRAQI MILITARY COUNCIL MEETING, SLOBODAN MILOSEVIC MEETING VARIOUS PEOPLE, AND GENERAL FOOTAGE OF NATO TROOPS, PRESENTER CLAIMS THAT SLOBODAN MILOSEVIC WAS OFFERED ASSISTANCE BY THE IRAQI SECRET SERVICE.

3. PRESENTER TALKS ABOUT THE WAR IN CHECHNYA AND
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UNEMPLOYED MEN JOINING THE ARMY AS CONTRACT SERVICEMEN. VIDEO REPORT SHOWS SCENES OF FIGHTING, RUSSIAN CONTRACT SERVICEMEN, MILITARY HARDWARE, SERVICEMEN EXPLAINING WHY THEY JOINED THE ARMY.

6. #83# ADS.

5. #956 A RUSSIAN SS-18 (SATAN BY NATO CLASSIFICATION) ROCKET LAUNCHED FROM THE BAYKONUR LAUNCHING PAD LAST WEEK [26 SEPTEMBER] TOOK SEVERAL FOREIGN COMMERCIAL SATELLITES TO SPACE. PRESENTER SAID THAT THE LAUNCHING WAS POSTPONED FOR A MONTH FOR TECHNICAL REASONS. BAYKONUR OFFICERS COMPLAIN ABOUT FINANCIAL PROBLEMS AND ELECTRICITY CUTOFFS. VIDEO REPORT INCLUDES A SECRET ARCHIVE FILM OF THE FIRST LAUNCHING OF SS-18 ROCKET IN 1965 AND SOVIET LEADER LEONID BREZHNEV AT BAYKONUR. [FOR 26 SEP 2### LAUNCH SEE CEP2###927###22#; MRT #8-407; OR MIL #8-117]

6. 17## PRESENTER TALKS ABOUT THE RUSSIAN MILITARY AND THE UFO. VIDEO REPORT SHOWS A MILITARY SPECIALIST TALKING ABOUT VARIOUS UFO-RELATED INCIDENTS, MAPS DEDICATED TO UFOS.

7. 1938 ADS.

8. 22## THE POSSIBILITY OF MANIPULATING HUMAN INTELLECT IS FEASIBLE, PRESENTER SAYS. VIDEO REPORT SHOWS A NEURO-PsYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY IN THE RUSSIAN PSYCHOLOGY INSTITUTE NAMED AFTER VYACHESLAV SHVYRKOV WHERE EXPERIMENTS ON RABBITS' BRAINS ARE MADE AND A SCHOLAR COMMENTING.

9. 2715 END OF PROGRAMME.
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